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Silicon (Si) anodes are a promising candidate for increasing the energy density of
lithium (Li)-ion batteries for electric vehicles. However, they have recently been
identified as having poor calendar life that is insufficient for commercial needs, in
addition to the well-known issue of their poor cycle life resulting from large
volume expansion. Here, a specially designed protocol with variable rest periods
between intermittent cycling is used to evaluate the impact of the mechanical
disruption of Si and solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) from cycling on calendar
aging measurements. Si was found to undergo more mechanical degradation
during calendar aging with intermittent cycling than graphite. However, Si anode
capacity fade was still dominated by time, especially for rest periods greater than
or equal to 1 month between cycling. Postmortem dQ/dV half-cell analysis
indicated this was mainly due to Li inventory loss and an increase in electrode
resistance. Isothermalmicrocalorimetry further demonstrated that Si passivation is
more disrupted than graphite passivation with intermittent cycling and suggested
that there may be a chemical buildup of a detrimental species in the electrolyte,
leading to a large spike in heat after the Si and SEI are disrupted by cycling.
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1 Introduction

Lithium (Li)-ion batteries are currently revolutionizing the transportation energy sector
through the widespread adoption of electric vehicles (EVs) (Deng et al., 2020; Masias et al.,
2021); however, they require cost and performance parity with conventional gasoline-
powered vehicles (Deng et al., 2020; Masias et al., 2021). Increases in energy density and
decreases in cost are essential drivers for consumers, and EV batteries must exhibit long cycle
and calendar lives in order to compete with internal combustion engines (Deng et al., 2020;
McBrayer et al., 2021b; Masias et al., 2021). High-energy density materials and a long cycle/
calendar life can all ultimately play a role in driving down the initial and long-term costs of
EVs (Deng et al., 2020).

Silicon (Si) anodes are an attractive candidate anode for replacing conventional graphite
anodes because Si is an abundant, low-cost material that can enhance energy density relative
to graphite through its similar operating potential but ~10× higher capacity compared to
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graphite (Su et al., 2014; Zuo et al., 2017; Cui, 2021). However, Si
anodes have traditionally suffered from poor cycle life and have more
recently been shown to suffer from poor calendar life. Their poor cycle
life is generally attributed to the large volume expansion and
contraction during lithiation and delithiation, causing delamination
and pulverization and/or the reactivity of Si with the electrolyte,
resulting in extensive solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) growth and
associated impedance rise (Su et al., 2014; Zuo et al., 2017; Cui, 2021).
SEI is a passivation film that forms on battery anodes due to reactivity
with the electrolyte and generally consumes Li and electrolyte
inventory parasitically but also acts to protect the electrode from
further reactivity after formation cycles. The formation of a stable and
self-limiting SEI is critical for both cycle and calendar life to avoid loss
of Li inventory, loss of electrolyte, and limit impedance rise (Zhang
et al., 2019; McBrayer et al., 2021a).

Academic and industrial advances in the past decade have
successfully overcome cycle life challenges with Si electrodes.
Strategies for improving cycle life include mixing Si with graphite
to limit overall electrode volume expansion, nanostructuring to
minimize the cracking and pulverization of Si particles, and
coatings or electrolyte modifications to stabilize the Si surface and
minimize excessive SEI growth (McBrayer et al., 2021b; Cui, 2021).
Several companies that are currently commercializing Si anodes and
batteries with Si-containing anodes have demonstrated improved
energy density relative to graphite anode cells while maintaining
target cycle-life goals for EVs (McBrayer et al., 2021b; Cui, 2021).

Calendar life limitations have been more challenging to
understand and overcome (Zilberman et al., 2019a; Zilberman
et al., 2019b; Cai et al., 2023). Si anode calendar life is inferior to
graphite and remains below targets set for EVs (McBrayer et al.,
2021b; Schulze et al., 2022; Rodrigues et al., 2023; Kalaga et al., 2018;
Zilberman et al., 2019b). The mechanisms of calendar aging must be
understood in order to improve Si anode calendar life. While many
mechanisms have been proposed that may contribute to calendar
aging, and while it remains unclear which of these mechanisms are
dominant, possible mechanisms can generally be divided into
mechanical and chemical degradation pathways (McBrayer et al.,
2021b). It is likely that mechanisms related to chemical degradation
contribute most significantly to capacity loss during calendar aging
because no lithiation and delithiation processes are actively driving
the mechanical degradation associated with volume changes during
rest (Kalaga et al., 2018; Karger et al., 2023). This contrasts with
agingmechanisms during continuous cycling where volume changes
with each cycle give ample opportunity for mechanical degradation.
However, batteries will be subjected to a combination of cycling and
calendar aging during EV use, which may lead to complex interplays
between mechanical degradation during cycling and chemical
degradation during calendar aging. For example, we hypothesize
that cycling may cause mechanical SEI degradation, which renders
Si more susceptible to chemical degradation during subsequent
calendar aging. Conversely, chemical degradation that causes
continuous and copious SEI growth during calendar aging may
lead to pressure accumulation and the propensity for adhesion or
pulverization issues in subsequent cycling.

We were motivated to better understand this potential
mechanical–chemical interplay, so we specially designed a matrix
of variable cycle and calendar aging protocols to understand the role
of chemical versus mechanical degradation mechanisms. Here,

“mechanical degradation” means changes to the electrode and
electrolyte with cycling due to the mechanical instability of Si
(e.g., cracking of the Si or SEI), whereas chemical degradation
comes from the parasitic reactions that occur regardless of the
mechanical perturbation of the Si (e.g., hydrolysis of the LiPF6
salt). The matrix here was a new variation on well-established cycle
and calendar aging protocols. Cycle aging tests typically involve
continuous cycling without significant rest between charge and
discharge steps. While various other calendar aging tests have
been demonstrated—such as potential holds to measure parasitic
currents (McBrayer et al., 2021b; Schulze et al., 2022; Verma et al.,
2023)—the United States Advanced Battery Consortium (USABC)
has developed a widely used protocol involving real-time open-
circuit voltage (OCV) aging periods with monthly cycles to test
capacity loss (Schulze et al., 2022; Verma et al., 2023). The monthly
cycles are called “reference performance tests” (RPTs), so we refer to
this as an OCV-RPT protocol. “Cycle” and “calendar” life are
defined, respectively, by the number of cycles or by the time that
it takes for capacity to fade to 80% of the post-formation capacity.
We thus performed continuous cycling and OCV-RPT tests on full
cells with graphite and Si anodes versus LiNi0.6Mn0.2Co0.2O2

(NMC622) (Table 1). The OCV-RPT tests involved forming the
cells and then modifying previously developed OCV-RPT protocols
(such as those described in Verma et al., 2023; Schulze et al., 2022) by
systematically varying the frequency of RPTs in graphite and Si
anode cells to understand the role of intermittent RPT cycling on
calendar aging. The cells that experienced less frequent RPTs during
calendar aging were subjected to additional cycles after 6 months of
aging, such that the total aging time and the number of cycles the
cells experienced were equivalent by the end of the tests, despite the
variation in RPT frequency. These tests were developed to
understand whether mechanical degradation mechanisms during
RPTs exacerbate chemical degradation mechanisms during OCV
calendar aging.

We found that capacity fade during OCV-RPT calendar aging
tests was generally more strongly correlated with aging time than
with the number of RPTs, suggesting that calendar aging is most
strongly correlated with chemical degradation mechanisms.
However, capacity fade in Si anode cells exhibited a weaker
correlation between additional capacity fade and more frequent
RPTs during rest. This dependence on RPT frequency was stronger
in Si than in graphite cells, suggesting that chemical degradation
mechanisms during calendar aging are exacerbated more by
mechanical degradation during RPTs in Si than in graphite
anodes. We then used isothermal microcalorimetry (IMC) to
further confirm that RPTs cause SEI degradation and subsequent
chemical reactivity. The parasitic heat measured by IMC during rest
is related to the parasitic chemical reactivity, such as that enabled by
a mechanically damaged and poorly passivating SEI. We found that
RPTs caused a spike in the parasitic heat in Si anode cells but not in
graphite cells. This suggests that RPTs disrupt the SEI through
mechanical degradation processes such as Si particle cracking or SEI
cracking, delamination, stretching, or dissolution. These SEI
disruptions then exacerbate chemical reactivity due to the
exposure of reactive Si to the electrolyte during calendar aging
that would not have occurred in the absence of RPTs. This result
confirms that there is a complex interplay between mechanical and
chemical aging mechanisms during OCV-RPT calendar aging tests
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of Si anodes; this should indicate to the research community that
good cycle life is not necessarily an indicator for good calendar
aging. Furthermore, the frequency of RPTs should be more strongly

considered when developing calendar aging test protocols for silicon
anodes.

2 Experimental

Calendar aging is typically measured by subjecting cells to
long periods of OCV that are intermittently interrupted with an
RPT to quantify performance and capacity fade. The USABC
protocol for testing calendar aging is an RPT once a month with
daily voltage pulses to keep the cell fully charged during the rest.
If the SEI is unstable and there are substantial volumetric
changes during cycling, as is the case with Si, the frequency
and amount of cycling interruption may impact how calendar
life is quantified. We hypothesized that the SEI equilibrates
during the rest but may be disrupted enough during RPT
cycling that the SEI passivation is decreased and the start of
the next rest will result in greater irreversible Li inventory
consumption to rebuild the SEI that was lost during cycling.
To test this, the protocol in Figure 1 was applied to Si and
graphite anodes against NMC622 cathodes. The electrodes,
described in Table 1, were cast by the Cell Analysis,
Modeling, and Prototyping (CAMP) Facility at Argonne
National Laboratory.

Graphite and 80% Si anodes were assembled into 2032 format
coin cells against NMC622 and were tested on Maccor 4100 cyclers
at 30 °C. To deconvolute the effect of RPTs, all cells were cycled the
same number of times and rested for the same total amount of time
over ~9 months. In replicate sets of three, each cell underwent an
RPT of three cycles every 1, 2, or 4 weeks or 1, 2, or 3 months after
formation cycles. The frequency of RPTs in these tests varies relative
to the 4-week standard in the USABC protocol. The cells were cycled
at a rate of C/10 between 3 and 4.1 V. All rest periods started at 4.1 V
and ended with discharge to 3 V to quantify the capacity lost during
rest. At the end of the aging period, the cells were cycled
continuously so that all cells ended with the same number of
cycles and rest time.

All cells used 14-mm cathodes and 15-mm anodes, a 19-mm
Celgard 2325 separator, three 0.5-mm-thick stainless steel
spacers, and a stainless steel wave spring. The electrodes were
dried at 120 °C for 12 h before cell assembly. An electrolyte
volume of 40 µL was added to each cell, corresponding to at least
four times the total pore volume of electrodes and separator for

TABLE 1 Electrode information for the electrodes used: graphite, 80% Si, and NMC622.

Graphite 80% silicon NMC622

Active material 91.83 wt% Superior Gr SLC1520P 80 wt% 200 nm Si (Paraclete Energy) 90 wt% LiNi0.6Mn0.2Co0.2 (Targray)

Conductive additive 2 wt% C45 Carbon (Timcal) 10 wt% C45 Carbon (Timcal) 5 wt% C45 Carbon (Timcal)

Binder 0.17 wt% oxalic acid; 6 wt% PVDF (KF-9300,
Kureha)

10 wt% LiPAA (Sigma-Aldrich) 5 wt% PVDF binder (5130, Solvay)

Electrode porosity 35.6% 47.3% 37.1%

Composite coating
thickness

45 µm 10 µm 58 µm

Electrode loading 6.28 mg/cm2 and 2 mAh/cm2 1.1 mg/cm2 and 1.5 mAh/cm2 (100 mV
cutoff)

9.78 mg/cm2 and 1.58 mAh/cm2

(3–4.3 V)

FIGURE 1
Pictorial description of variable OCV-RPT protocol used to
separate mechanical and chemical contributions to calendar aging
measurements. Formation cycles were a set of 3 (1-, 2-, and 3-month
tests) or 10 C/10 cycles (1-, 2-, and 4-week tests) between 3 and
4.1 V. All RPTs are a set of 3 C/10 cycles between 3 and 4.1 V. The rest
times are 1, 2, or 4 weeks or 1, 2, or 3 months. Cells were cycled at the
end of the variable OCV-RPT period to equate the total number of
cycles in all cells such that cells with fewer RPTs during aging
experienced more cycles at the end of cycling. This ensured that the
calendar-aged cells experienced the same total aging time and total
number of cycles by the end of the test.
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all systems. The electrolyte was commercial Gen2 (Tomiyama,
1.2 M LiPF6 in 3:7 ethylene carbonate: ethyl methyl carbonate by
weight) + 3% fluoroethylene carbonate (FEC). Both the
electrolyte and NMC622 cathode were the same regardless of
the anode chemistry, despite the electrolyte being optimized for
Si and not for graphite.

Postmortem testing was performed for the 1-, 2-, and 4-week
cells. The cells were disassembled, 40 µL of fresh Gen2 + 3% FEC
was added, and two cells were reassembled with the aged anodes
and cathodes each paired against 0.75-mm-thick, 16-mm-
diameter Li metal electrodes (Sigma, 99.9% pure). All
capacity fade values were calculated from the third cycle of
each RPT and are relative to the last formation cycle. The cells
were then cycled three times at C/3 and then a final cycle at C/
20 was used to generate dQ/dV plots.

All microcalorimetry experiments were performed
isothermally at 30°C in a TAM IV thermostat multichannel
calorimeter from TA Instruments. A simultaneous baseline
was subtracted from each data set and was generated by
adding eight dummy cells (containing only the stainless steel
components: case, cap, spacers, and wave spring) to a stainless
steel ampoule. The baseline was run in parallel to eight active coin
cells in another channel. The heat signal was recorded for at least

5 days at three points in the test: after formation, before the first
RPT, and after the first RPT.

3 Results

Figure 2 shows capacity retention (relative to the third formation
cycle) as a function of time and cycle number for graphite and 80%
silicon electrodes versus NMC622 with rest periods of 1, 2, and
3 months. If cycling was greatly impacting the capacity fade, all the
1-, 2-, and 3-month cells should overlap on the cycle number graph
because only the number of cycles would determine the capacity
fade. However, the opposite is found here, where the data overlap as
a function of time, indicating that the time since assembly
determines the capacity fade for both the baseline graphite and
80% Si. For the same number of cycles but different aging times, the
cells aged longer have lower capacities while those aged the same
amount but cycled different numbers of times have the same
capacity loss. This results in all of the cells having a given anode
ending at a comparable capacity despite differences in RPT
frequency. In all cases, the capacity changed minimally in the
post test cycling, further demonstrating that the capacity fade in
these cells was driven by time rather than cycling. The cycling only

FIGURE 2
Capacity fade during the graphite–NMC622 variable OCV-RPT test with rest periods of 1, 2, and 3 months as a function of (A) time and (B) cycle
number. Capacity fade from the 80% Si–NMC622 variable OCV-RPT test with rest periods of 1, 2, and 3 months as a function of (C) time and (D) cycle
number. Capacities are relative to the third formation cycle, and all cycling is C/10. Three replicates of each test condition are overlaid with the same
colors. Capacity values during rest show the third cycle of each RPT.
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test resulted in substantially lower capacity fade for the same
number of cycles because it included no calendar aging.
However, the trend of temporal degradation dominating over
mechanical cycling degradation was true in both the Si and the
graphite control cells, so this was not Si-specific behavior. This is
surprising, given that Si cells typically exhibit poorer calendar life
and undergo more mechanical degradation during cycling than
graphite (McBrayer et al., 2021b)—cycling might be expected to
have a more significant impact on Si calendar aging. The poor
calendar life for graphite may reflect the use of a Si-optimized rather
than graphite-optimized electrolyte. Si did differ from the graphite
cells though, because the trends are not nearly as clean and clear in
the Si cells, suggesting that multiple degradation pathways occurred.
While the time since assembly largely dictates capacity fade
(Figure 2C), the cells aged with more frequent RPTs tend to
exhibit slightly more capacity fade for most of the period,
suggesting that RPT cycling had at least a small impact on
calendar aging. This is consistent with other research which has
tried to deconvolute mechanical and chemical contributions to aging
and found that SiO–LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2–Li5FeO4 electrodes had
time-dependent, rather than cycle-number-dependent, capacity fade
(Lu et al., 2018). This is also consistent with research showing that
SEI mechanical deformation associated with Si volume expansion
contributes to increased parasitic electrolyte reduction, suggesting

that mechanical degradation during cycling leads to accelerated
chemical degradation during calendar aging (Yoon et al., 2023).

It was hypothesized that a longer rest may lead to processes with
slow kinetics dominating degradation if given sufficient time, while,
on shorter time scales, cycling might more significantly impact
capacity fade. The same variable OCV-RPT experiment was
repeated with 1-, 2-, and 4-week rest periods between RPTs to
see if the trends observed in Figure 2 would change. Figure 3 shows
variable OCV-RPT cycling with shorter rest periods. Similar trends
as the longer rests can be observed for both the 80% Si and graphite
in that the capacity fade is strongly correlated to the time since
assembly, as evidenced by the data collapsing onto similar curves
versus time rather than cycle number. For the 80% Si, the cycling
does seem to play a larger role with the shorter rest periods, but the
time since assembly still appears to dominate capacity fade. In
Figure 3C, the green and red curves with no and 1-week rest,
respectively, exhibit faster capacity fade with time than the blue
or orange curves. The differences between 2-week cells and the other
data sets are not statistically significant when accounting for cell-to-
cell variability due to one outlier, but the differences between the 0-,
1-, and-4 week rest cells are clear and the results are repeatable
among the three replicates. Figure 3D shows a smaller difference
between the capacity fade at the same cycle number for the shorter
rest periods than for the longer rest periods in Figure 2D, indicating

FIGURE 3
Capacity fade during the graphite–NMC622 variable OCV-RPT test with rest periods of 1, 2, and 4 weeks as a function of (A) time and (B) cycle
number. Capacity fade during the 80% Si–NMC622 variable OCV-RPT test with rest periods of 1, 2, and 4 weeks as a function of (C) time and (D) cycle
number. Capacities are relative to the third formation cycle, and all cycling is C/10. Three replicates of each test condition are overlaid with the same
colors. Capacity values during rest show the third cycle of each RPT.
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that cycling frequency does start to influence degradation on shorter
rest time scales (which are more relevant aging periods for EV
applications). We note that this contrasts with the graphite data,
where there is little evidence of a trend, suggesting that the frequency
of RPTs impacts the rate of capacity fade during aging. This provides
some potential support for the hypothesis that the larger volume
changes of Si anodes during cycling may lead to SEI degradation
such that more frequent RPTs during calendar aging may exacerbate
capacity fade. Again, this is consistent with other research suggesting
that mechanical SEI damage during cycling exacerbates chemical
calendar aging mechanisms (Yoon et al., 2023).

The coulombic efficiencies for cells undergoing the 1-, 2-, and 4-
week repeating rest periods are shown in Figure 4. For graphite
(Figure 4A), the coulombic efficiencies drop during the rest but then
recover immediately in the first full cycle after the rest. There is no
lag before reaching the pre-rest coulombic efficiency; the coulombic
efficiency of the first full cycle after the rest goes back up close to the

FIGURE 4
Coulombic efficiencies during the variable OCV-RPT test with
rest periods of 1, 2, and 4 weeks for (A) graphite and (B) 80% Si. The
graphite coulombic efficiency recovers immediately in the cycle
following the rest, whereas the 80% Si coulombic efficiency takes
two cycles to recover to the pure cycling coulombic efficiency value.

FIGURE 5
dQ/dV plots of postmortem half-cells of NMC622 and 80% Si versus
Li metal. All cells were cycled at C/3 for 3 cycles followed by 1 cycle at C/
20 rate. (A) dQ/dV plot of the C/20 cycle of 80% Si electrode versus Li
metal. (B)dQ/dVplot ofC/20half-cell lithiationofNMC622electrode
that was paired with 80% Si electrode during the variable OCV-RPT aging.
(C) dQ/dV plot of the first completeC/3 cycle of the aged 80% Si electrode
versus Li metal. The second complete C/3 cycle is shown for the pristine Si
to account for phase changes and SEI formation in the first cycle.
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pure cycling coulombic efficiency. Like graphite, the 80% Si
(Figure 4B) coulombic efficiency drops during the rest. Unlike
graphite, the Si coulombic efficiency requires two full C/10 cycles
following the rest to recover. There are a couple of possible reasons
for the differences between graphite and Si. First, the rest may allow
for more homogenous lithiation of the Si, which then may make
removal of Li more difficult and lead to lower coulombic efficiency
after the rest. Then the coulombic efficiency is near or sometimes
above 100% on the second RPT cycle when some of the Li is
recaptured after cycling, allowing it to diffuse and redistribute.
This would be analogous with Li metal anode calendar aging
literature, where similar intermittent rests during cycling causes
coulombic efficiency drops due to Li isolation and values near or
above 100% in several subsequent cycles due to Li reconnection and
recovery (Harrison et al., 2017; Merrill et al., 2021; Merrill et al.,
2022). Second, if the SEI is mechanically damaged during the RPT
cycles, lower coulombic efficiencies would occur until the SEI
restabilized. Although both the graphite and Si cells have a large
decrease in coulombic efficiency during the rest step, the loss
decreases with the time/number of RPTs with graphite but
remains constant with Si. This means that the mechanism for
this behavior is likely to be different for the two electrodes since
one seems to stabilize while the other causes ongoing degradation.
The decrease in the coulombic efficiency for the rest does trend with
the length of the rest, meaning that the longest rest resulted in the
greatest drop in coulombic efficiency.

The 1-, 2-, and 4-week rest-time Si cells were disassembled and
reassembled into half-cells to understand the capacity losses after the
OCV-RPT test by being cycled three times at C/3 and once at C/20.
dQ/dV of the Si half-cells on the C/20 cycle show that the
delithiation peak (discharge direction in a full cell) amplitude
trends with increasing rest period (see inset Figure 5A). The peak
intensity is lowest for the 4-week rest period and highest for the
pristine case. However, there is not a lot of overall Si active material
loss. Once the Li reservoir was replenished by pairing with a Li
counter electrode, the lithiation and delithiation peaks were similar
to the pristine case, suggesting that most of the capacity fade
observed during cycling and calendar aging was due to
irreversible lithium inventory loss or cathode aging. The dQ/dV
cathode (Figure 5B) indicated greater deviation between the aged
and pristine cathodes. Since the Li inventory should have been
replenished by pairing with Li metal, the shift in cathode lithiation
peaks to lower potentials (discharge direction in a full cell) was likely
due to an increase in cathode impedance. This was also observed on
the anode side when the dQ/dV of the C/3 case (Figure 5C) resulted
in substantially different lithiation behavior and sluggish
delithiation. This was likely due to an increase in impedance due
to the SEI accumulation during the OCV-RPT test. These results
together suggest that the loss in full cell capacity was largely related
to impedance rise from SEI growth and the associated loss of Li
inventory rather than loss of active anode or cathode material. This
finding is different than low Si active material loading (10%–15% Si
mixed with a balance of graphite) of large format cell studies (pouch
and 18,650 cells) where the loss of active material was found to
dominate aging (Zilberman et al., 2019b, F; Rodrigues et al., 2023)
but is consistent with high Si loading studies without graphite
additives (Lu et al., 2018). The impedance rise and resulting SEI
growth were likely due to the increased reactivity of high Si-loading

electrodes. When small amounts of Si were added to graphite, the
dominant degradation mechanism may have decreased utilization
(or loss of active material) of the Si whereas, with high loading Si
electrodes without graphite, there is much more Si surface area to
irreversibly consume Li inventory. Furthermore, other variations
such as cycling rate, state of charge during aging, and temperature
may greatly affect the dominant degradation mechanism.

To further understand the impact of RPTs on calendar aging
measurements, the heat generation from the same 80% Si and
graphite electrodes was studied using isothermal
microcalorimetry to track changes in heat generation after an
RPT. Measurements were taken at OCV, so any heat generation
should be dominated by parasitic processes. Figure 6 shows three
data points that represent the average heat generation after three
formation cycles, after ~4–5 weeks of OCV rest before an RPT, and
after an RPT. Graphite has 70% less initial heat generation than the
Si electrode, likely indicating that graphite has a more stable and
passivating SEI than Si such that Si undergoes more parasitic
reactions with the electrolyte. In both cases, the heat generation
decreased with rest, which is consistent with parasitic reactions
forming a passivation layer during rest that self-passivates defects in
the SEI and protects against further reactivity. After an RPT, the
graphite heat increased slightly, indicating minimal disruption to the
SEI resulting from the RPT. Conversely, Si had a large increase in
heat generation after the RPT, suggesting that the RPT did
sufficiently disturb the SEI to set back passivation by either Si
particle cracking or SEI cracking, delamination, stretching, or
dissolution. The increase in heat generation may also indicate a
buildup of a reactive compound (e.g., HF) that can only react with
the electrode once the SEI is mechanically broken during the RPT.

One would expect the coulombic efficiency during the last cycle
of the RPT to be correlated with parasitic processes that lead to heat
generation after the RPT, such as those quantified by IMC after the

FIGURE 6
Normalized heat generation of NMC622–80% Si and
NMC622–graphite cells measured by IMC. Each data point is the
average heat from8 coin cells replicated twice. The first data point was
taken immediately after formation, the second data point was
taken immediately preceding the first RPT, and the last data point was
taken immediately following the first RPT.
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RPT in Figure 6. The coulombic efficiency (Figure 4) did decrease in
the first of the three cycles after the rest period as the SEI rebuilt
during cycling but recovered by the end of the RPT sequence to a value
similar to the end of formation. It would be expected from the
recovery in coulombic efficiency that the SEI would be healed by
the set of three RPT cycles and that SEI passivation (and thus heat
generation) would be reset after the RPT to the pre-RPT value, but
Figure 6 shows this not to be the case. The fact that the coulombic
efficiency recovered following aging and RPT cycling, but heat
generation increased after the RPT, suggests that the coulombic
efficiency during cycling was not completely correlated to parasitic
heat generation or parasitic reactions during calendar aging. This may
be related to different time scales for parasitic reactions during cycling
and calendar aging or due to an active current being passed during
cycling versus open circuit during rest. For example, if some SEI
components dissolve with time in the electrolyte and are replaced by
other species during open circuit calendar aging, a similar processmay
not readily occur during cycling with actively driven current and
much shorter time scales. It has been previously shown that the SEI
composition that forms during rest is not the same as the SEI that
forms during cycling for Li metal anodes (Merrill et al., 2021); it is
possible that Si behaves similarly. The heat generation increase after
an RPT, likely due to SEI disruption, is also consistent with the
observation that, for rest periods less than or equal to ~4 weeks, there
is more of an impact of RPTs on the Si calendar aging measurement.
However, Figure 3 indicates that, despite this increased impact of
mechanical disruption, time since assembly still dominates the
capacity fade and that the frequency of RPTs is a more minor effect.

4 Discussion

In summary, the frequency of RPT cycling during calendar aging
experiments was varied in order to understandwhether cycling during
RPTs could cause SEI disruption on Si anodes that would impact
degradation during calendar aging. From these specially designed
protocols, it was concluded, that, when compared to a graphite
control, the 80% Si electrode is more greatly affected by RPT
cycling at lower rest times but that both electrodes show that time
since assembly is the dominant factor controlling capacity fade during
calendar aging. As the amount of time between RPTs increases, time
since assembly completely dominates degradation in both the Si and
graphite electrodes with no discernable impact from the frequency of
the RPTs. The poor calendar life of the graphite is likely due to an
electrolyte that is not optimized for graphite andmay also indicate the
need to do calendar aging in pouch cells to decrease time-dependent
reactivity with the cell packaging.

Despite poor cycle life in the 80% Si anodes, time since assembly
dominates the capacity fade during calendar aging rather than the
frequency or number of cycles in RPTs (especially for rest periods
greater than 4 weeks) when it would be expected that poor cycling
would disrupt the SEI similarly for each RPT. This suggests that
cycle life is not necessarily a predictor of calendar life and supports
why there is a large technical gap between the calendar life and cycle
life of commercial cells (McBrayer et al., 2021b).

Both dQ/dV and microcalorimetry analysis suggest SEI
disruption and continuous growth during aging for Si anodes.
Postmortem 80% silicon half-cell dQ/dV plots indicate that

capacity fade was dominated by Li inventory loss rather than the
loss of active material that might be expected from Si electrode
pulverization, resulting in decreased power capability due to an
increase in impedance on the cathode and anode. Increased heat
generation after RPTs, evident in isothermal calorimetry results,
support SEI being disrupted during RPTs, indicating that RPTs
cause an increase in parasitic reactions needed to heal the damaged
SEI. The dependence of calendar aging on RPT frequency, although
minor, indicates that calendar life testing protocols must take into
account the effect that measuring capacity fade (performing an RPT)
will have on the perceived calendar life for Si cells. The calorimetry
results also point to the need for a better chemical understanding of
what occurs during rest since the increase in heat generation after an
RPT may be due to changes in electrolyte composition or SEI
composition during rest.
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